Spontaneous and drug-induced remission of alcoholic organic brain syndrome: clinical, psychometric, and neurophysiological studies.
The spontaneous and drug-induced remission of alcoholic organic brain syndrome was studied in a double-blind, placebo-controlled trial. Forty patients with alcoholic organic brain syndrome (OBS) were randomly assigned to a 6-week treatment with either placebo or piridoxilate, a reciprocal salt between two stereoisomers of the glyoxylic acid-substituted piridoxine. Clinical, psychometric, and computer-assisted spectral analyses of the electroencephalogram (EEG) were carried out in weeks 0, 2, 4, and 6. Piridoxale-5-phosphate (PLP) blood level determination and laboratory investigations were performed before therapy and also in weeks 4 and 6. Both groups of patients demonstrated significant clinical improvement over 6 weeks of treatment, but the improvement in the piridoxilate-treated group was significantly greater than that in the placebo group. This conclusion was also confirmed by psychometric tests demonstrating a greater improvement in attention, concentration, attention variability, tapping, visual and numerical memory, and aftereffect (Archimedean spiral) in the piridoxilate than in the placebo group. Spectral analysis of the EEG showed an increase in alpha and a decrease in fast beta activities in both groups, while delta activity was attenuated only in the piridoxilate-treated group. The latter was found to be significantly correlated with the improvement in psychopathology. The present data confirm previous predictions about the encephalotropic and psychotropic properties of piridoxilate; these predictions were based on pharmaco-EEG trials in the elderly that suggested vigilance-improving qualities of piridoxilate. The reversible alcoholic OBS appears to be a suitable model for the assessment of therapeutic efficacy of nootropic drugs.